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At present, China's joint-stock commercial banks are developing rapidly, the four 
major state-owned commercial banks are also restructuring. the Construction bank of 
China , Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China goes on Hong Kong 
H-share market and domestic A-share market, then, the Agricultural Bank of China 
will complete the restructuring , goes on in 2007. Joint-stock commercial banks have 
become the important form of the bank in our country.  
That conversion will change the environment of the state-owned commercial 
banks’ internal control system. Changes in the structure of corporate governance, the 
complication of risk management, the impact of foreign banks and other factors 
desperately urged state-owned commercial banks to build sound and effective internal 
control system to adapt to this change. Through this way they may provide a powerful 
guarantee to the success in joint stock system reform. 
Therefore, this paper is on the basis of many domestic experts’ study, drawing 
lessons from foreign bank internal-control construction experience and referring to the 
internal control theories of the commercial banks. The text through history analyses of 
internal control imperfection of China's state-owned commercial banks and system 
defective analyses to substantial analyze the key points of our state-owned 
commercial banks internal control construction.  
This first part of the paper introduces the commercial banks internal control 
theories and its historical development and the newest correlation theories.  
The second part mainly analyze the relationship between the China state-owned 
Commercial banks’ reform and the construction of their internal control, pointing out 
the new requirement to the construction of the internal control under the reform 
background, stressing the importance of the consummate of the internal control 
system. 
The third part mainly introduces the new measure the state-owned commercial 















The fourth part mainly through analysis of the bank cases takes place recently to 
point out that the deep-seated problems in the internal control construction haven’t 
solved and analyze the key points of the internal control.  
The last part mainly put forward the way to strengthen state-owned commercial 
banks’ internal control, introducing foreign bank’s advanced methods, pointing out the 
principles and measures. The text proposes to apply the new risk management concepts 
and methods to reform the existing internal control systems: optimizing environment of 
the internal control; introducing advanced risk control methods in favor of recognizing 
and evaluating the risk; restricting decision-making system and accountability system; 
effective risk reporting system and standing internal control evaluating system and so 
on. 
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